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Ken Foster knows that a dog can change a person's life. And that several dogs can change even more. For THE DOGS WHO FOUND ME, the author appeared in major media interviews such as NPR's Fresh Air with Terry Gross, and received hundreds of letters and stories about other karmic canine rescues. Many of these heartwarming stories are now compiled in this all-new follow-up to the original bestseller. DOGS I HAVE MET introduces us to injured California pit bull Jimmy, among others, as well as to one woman who opened her house to 55 stray dogs. Ken Foster will once again travel the country for interviews and in-store events to promote dog rescue and this all-new national bestseller.
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**Customer Reviews**

Ken Foster has again produced an entertaining look at the people he has encountered in his interesting dog-filled life. His writing style is unique and one to be emulated. The small volume is a quick read. American Pit bulls have a great advocate in him as he gently but forcefully defends them.

I read the author's previous book last year (The Dogs Who Found Me), and loved it. This one is great, too. It's true: dogs have more to teach us than we have to teach them.

and an American Pit Bull Terrier lover in particular, I have a special place in my heart for Ken Foster and his experiences. He is not afraid to stand up for what he believes and take corrective action for
injustices he observes. He is a patriot for the APBT breed. This book is very well written and brought tears to my eyes on more than one occasion. Bravo, Ken!

I am a LONG time BARC volunteer and I remember Bruno. Great guy. I cannot express enough what this book has meant to me. You have restored my faith in people with all your stories about various degrees of animal rescue. Dogs I have Met is one I never wanted to complete but at the same time could not put down. I laughed and cried (mostly laughed) throughout the book and still read specific parts when I feel down. I have recommended this book to many and am happy to say you have changed many individuals opinions about dogs. Thank you...Lisa

Dogs I Have Met: And the People They Found

I loved this book. I read it in one sitting and did not want to put it down. I helps to have read his first book but not totally necessary. Anyone who is interested in the welfare of dogs in this throw-away society (especially th Bully breeds) will appreciate this book. Definitely makes you want to adopt a needy dog as opposed to buying one, as it should be. Great book!

I found this a more enjoyable book than its prequel, The Dogs Who Found Me, (but then, I listened to the audio book for that title, and that colored my opinion of it) because this book is a total dog fix for a dogoholic like me. Included in this title are stories of dog acquaintances, dog friends, dog relatives, rescues, strays, and neighbors. Foster writes a lot about post-Katrina life in New Orleans in this book and the animals caught in the middle. Like many dog lovers, Ken knows the dogs before the people...the people are many times accessories to the various canines. I love that perspective.

C.A.Wulff - [...] A fantastic follow-up to The Dogs Who Found Me! You also get more details on Ken's life with his dogs Brando (on the cover), Zephyr, and Sula from the first book. Really just a great read. Would make an awesome gift for any animal lovers out there!

This is such a wonderful book about the dogs in Ken Foster’s life, particularly the dogs he lives with. But there are other dogs too. And his friends who are the dogs’ buddies too. I can’t get enough of these stories. Moving. Heart-tugging. Beautiful. I loved his other book too, "The Dogs I've Found"--his first one. I feel I know these dogs and I love them. I went to his website and found the
pictures of the dogs in the books. I wish he had put them in the books. God bless you Ken Foster. God bless your doggies. Write more books.
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